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QUESTION; President Ford, you say vou are not
makinf. the assumption that Ronald Reagan will get the
nomination or be elected, but the problem lies ahead of you
now for Tuesday in California. Some political experts think
you are goin@: to have a really tough time at the convention
if you don't win a good hunk of California's votes -- say
45 percent. Can you do it?
THE PRESIDENT! lle are very encouraped by the last
three days. I talked to some oeople in California and I have
gotten reports from our people in California and we think v7e
are comin~ from an underdog position with new momentum and we
believe we are closin~ the gap, and we think that there is an
opportunity to win California. That, of course, would be the
ultimate, but ~Te think we will do ouite well in California.
OUESTION = Mr. President, ho't-7 many delepates do you
think you will have when you ~o to Kansas City and do you
still think you will win on the first ballot?
THE PRESIDENT: Miss Thomas, I think we h"Till ¥Tin on
the first ballot. At the present time we have 805 delegates.
t;Je expect to win a good share of the delegates on Tuesday.
That will put us quite close to the necessary 1130 and if
He do well on Tuesday, then I think we only need about 40
percent of the uncommitted delegates, so the opportunities
look I think very ~ood for us in Kansas City on the first
ballot.
QUESTIOl!· Mr. 0 resident, do you feel that you will
have the delegates before the convention actually opens or
do you feel as Vice ~resident Rockefeller does that you
probably lodll be 20 or 30 votes short, but vou will have them
by the time the first ballot comes around?
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THE PRESIDENT: , Individuals have rights. I
. would hope they would no1·, hut individuals have a right,
- -x·•llQPa.. they are· wj lling to make the choice themselves,
_and there are no taxpayer funds involved. Now, this is a
matter before the courts at the present time, and I think
there will be a Supreme Court decision probably in this
term or the next term, certainly, but individuals have a
right where there are no Federal funds available.
I t-7ould hope they would not, and our o~m
·children have always ROPe to public schools, which were
integrated, and they have ~one to private schools where
thev were inteP.rated. So, my own record is oner6f our
children and my own belief in integration.
But, I think individuals do have some rights,
t,,here they are ¥7illing to Il'lake the choice and nay the
nrice.
QUESTION: Are you workinp.: for a rlfiddle East
conference this year? You said you t,~ere talking
actively to the Israelis and other Governments to ~ove
off dead center the status quo, Is there a possibility
that there could be a Geneva conference this year?
THE PRESIDENT: It is not likely that there
would be a Geneva conference this year. I don't rule it
out entirely, but it is not likely. We are, however -I am talking to the heads of Government when I see them,
as I did with Prime Uinister Rabin of Israel when he was
here. He are talking with foreip:n secretaries. \i-!e
think momentum has to keep going beyond the Sinai II
agreement.
If \-Te stop the momentum, the pot begins to boil
again, so we are tryin~ to deal bilaterally, urging other
nations to get top.ether to move for\-7ard. But the :orospect
of a Geneva conference in 1976 I think is somewhat remote.
QUESTION:
have your blessinv.?

Does the Syrian intervention in Lebanon

THE PRESIDENT: vJe have objected to any foreign
intervention in Lebanon, We don't believe that military
intervention is the ri~ht way to 'Solve Lebanon's political
problems. About eight ~eeks a~o I sent Ambassador Dean
Brot-m ?-S my special emmissary to Lebanon, and he was very
helpful in trying to bring some of the parties together,
and I think we made a significant contribution in seeking
a political settlement without any military intervention.
I repeat, the United States Government is opposed
to any military intervention in Lebanon, I think it
could be destabilizing, even though thus far it has been
done with restraint.
MORE
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MR. SPEAKES: As most of you know, this group has
just concluded a luncheon with the President on busing, a
discussion on busing. The meeting ran a little over two
hours. I think you have a list of participants and vou have
a statement which it is my understandin~ is the nresentation of
the group's views to the President.
I think those that are participating in the meeting
can explain it.

Q
Can we say then this is the statement of all
the guests at the luncheon?
HR. SPEAKES: Let's let them explain that. I think
perhaps each participant should identify themselves as they
step up since the members of the press may not know you.
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- 2 MR. MARCHESCHI: Good afternoon, ladies and
gentlemen. 1'1y name is Henry Marches chi. I am the Past
President of the Pasadena Board of Education. I and other
members of this group had the pleasure and honor of meeting
with the President today. The group consisted of myself,
Dr. David Armor of Rand Corporation, Dr. James Coleman,
University of Chicago, Dr. Nathan Glazer of Harvard, Dr. Charles
Hamilton of Columbia, John Hardy, School Board Member from
Pasadena, Philip Kurland, University of Chicago La~,., School,
Michael Novak, philosopher and columnist, author, Dr. Diane
Ravitch of New York City, Dr. Thomas SovJell, economist at
UCLA and Henry Hllfong, the City Director of the City of
Pasadena.
The group is an ad hoc informal group that has met
on prior occasions and has previously corresponded in a
rather unofficial way. They traded various position papers
and articles on the subject of busing.
I recognize that in this

present political
climate, one of the first questions you may have is why would
the President have lunch with a group of people who,generally
speaking, express a view which can best be characterized as
being deeply concerned about busing as a viable vehicle
toward either integration or quality education.
Let me make it clear that this conference came
at our request, not the President's, and that,further,the
political makeup of the group is such that you would probably
find few Republicans among us and those few that you do find
probably voted for Governor Reagan in the California election.
Having said that, let me tell you, as best as I can,
what I do think this group tries individually rather than
collectively to represent. It tries to represent a group
which, hopefully, is knowledgeable of the issues, is bi-racial,
cuts across political lines, who has something to say regarding
the busing issue, and, generally speaking~ what we have to
say is the following statement which t-7as read to the President
at today's luncheon.
The statement is titlert "Integration and Quality
Education: The Horal Case," and I believe this statement has
been passed out to you.
"The vast majority of Americans believes in
integration. The vast majority believes in quality education."

Q
HR.

Q

Are you going to read it all?
r~IARCHESCHI:
\~Te

Not if you don't care for me to.

have it.

tfR. HARCHESI:
I believe that each of the participants
in the conference Nould be more than delighted, as v1ould I,
to answer any questions you mi~ht have at this time.

HORE
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Hhat v1as the Pl"'esident' s reaction to your

statement?
HR. M.ARCHESCHI: The President said after I finished
reading the statement that he would be the first to sign such
a statement.

Q
pa~ticular

Are you trying to solicit more support on this
statement?

rm. t1.A'RCHESCI-II: I believe that to the extent that
other people of similar persuasion would like to identify
themselves Nith this statement -- it is not something v.1e are
trying to get signed -- we would certainly t<7elcome that
support. I know of no plans to go out and solicit such
support.
Nathan Glazer. I think lve ~.vere making
off the cuff remarks and we were not asking him to siP;;n it
and we ~!>Jere not at this point deciding v.1hat we were going to
do with it. ~e just said, after we talked, "That is sort
of our point of view," and he t_.7as, like, saying "That sounds
pretty good to Me."
HR. GLAZER:

Q

How long have you been in existence as a

group?

rm.

HARCHESCHI: Again, I Hant to stress the informality
of the group. The group first met, I believe -- and the only
other time the majority of this group has been torether -- was
some time back last fall, as I recall, and we met in Neu York.
Nur:terous members of the gr•oup have previously met at various
forums throughout the country where the busing issue has been
debated. Louisville, in particular, I think, was where we
first got together.
Q
Hr. 11archeschi, I am not all together clear,
even after I tried to read your statement, as to whether this
group favors or opposes court ordered busing.
HR. HARCHESCHI:
I believe -- '-'7hile I t-Till let each
member speak to this issue for himself -- I believe it would
be less than correct to say that this group represents a
posture that is very, very much for dese~regation but has
deep concerns, and in the case of some of us, feel very,
very strongly against court-ordered busin~ to achieve racial
balance in schools.

Q

You say the

~roup

is basically arainst court-

ordered busing?
~m.

~~~ARCHESCHI:

Yes, sir.

Q
In that case what solution do you come up tv-ith
in vieH of the orders of the Supreme Court?

HORE
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Yu"1. MARCHESCHI: Let me ansvJer your question and then
I would like to have other people fill in as they individually
believe. I believe that in the case of Pasadena, we are
before the Supreme Court now, and that we will have to see
how the Supreme Court decides before ~ve judge what Pasadena
has to do. I have the great expectation that Pasadena won't
be relieved of its racial balance decision which dictates
busing half of our children across town for, in my opinion,
very counterproductive purposes.
l1R. COLEHAN: I ~·JOuld like to comment on
your question by asking you, solution for Hhat? You say what
is the alternative solution. Hy question is, solution to
what?

Q
The question had to do tvith court-ordered
busing and my question was, if you don't believe in obeying
the court order, what solution do you have?
Q
The courts passed judgment upon cases, as I
understand it, that have to do with illegal conduct by school
boards and other public authorities which produce segregation
in schools.. Now the courts have found busing to be a remedy
for that problem.
HR. COLEHAN: Hy own
remedy is t-7holly inappropriate
is one case, Boston is another
inappropriate to the injustice

position is this, that the
in many cases. Louisville
case. The remedy is wholly
that was found.

In other words, not that there were not actions on
the part of school boards which increased segregation, but
rather that the remedy Nhich was a system-wide remedy, was
v1holly inappropriate to the actions that Here found.

Q
Doesn't that leave you still with the same
problem? Since the remedy, so-called, is still the order of
the court, t-That do you suggest be done?
HR. HARCHESCHI: Let me ansv:rer the question this
t,ray. I believe you have misunderstood the purpose of the
group if you have understood it to be to oppose the law.
Our personal experience is that we have lived with courtordered busing for six years in Pasadena and have tried to
follow the letter of the law and still avail ourselves of
the judicial process and try to seek relief from the courts.
He finally got to the Supreme Court and now we are
anxiously awaiting a decision. I think the point Dr. Coleman
made is v.1e don't agree that court-ordered massive busing
to achieve racial balance is a viable tool -- in fact,
some of us who go so far as to say it is an intellectually and
morally bankrupt tool -- to achieve ~!Jhat l.Ve all desire to
achieve, and that is true integration and quality education
for all children.
HORE
~\.:.)'
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Q

Sir, could you answer a couple of questions

here a minute?

HR. VILFONG: Could I speak to that point? My name
is Hank Uilfong. I am a City Councilman in the City of
Pasadena. The v1ay I would like to answer is -- I hate to anst-rer
a question with a question and that is the question that
immediately came to my mind -- achieved what. No, we are not
talking about holes in the law, but ~.vhat are you trying to
achieve? I Hould think Ne ought to try to achieve equal;_ ty
of education, not busing, Aqualityof education.
A graphic example of ~vhat I believe is the problem
in Pasadena as we see it now, the instances that you talk
about where there were the violations, occurred prior to the
time of my holding office, John Hardy holding office,
or even Hank Narcheschi holding office. How long, then,
must Pasadena go through the pain for those things that
happened? And I am not saying that they didn't happen,because
I fought them at that time, but interestingly in Pasadena
we are precluded from doing a lot of the things t-Te could do
and would do to correct those remedies because tve are
controlled by an outside force, in essence an outside force
being the court.

I think John Hardy, School Board Hember from Pasadena,
could speak graphically to that but one of the points that
is impressed on me, we have a school set up in Pasadena
called fundaMental schools, Hhere you have reading, ~vritinp.: and
arithmetic and those kinds of things vrhere quality education
is taught. Black youngsters cannot get into the school
nmv because of ethnic balancing. The youngsters that vre are
talking about trying to help to give the equality of
opportunity cannot ~et into our quality schools because ~etting
into that school would ethnically dishalanceit and leaving
another school would disbalance thaT school, so that is a
kind of ridiculous situation.

Q
Mr. Harcheschi said you all t.vant true
integration, viable education. Did you as a group or as
individuals suggest to the President other ways of
achieving that specific way? The statement here is extremely
general, a bit, it seems to me, like coming out in favor of
motherhood, God or country. Did you sur,~est anything specific?
HR. WILFONG: I did not say I ~..ras in support of
integration. I said equality of education. I think
desegregation is what I Hould look for. Segregation is bad and
I am for desegregation. I am not so certain yet that the
majority of black people are necessarily for integration,
particularly forced integration. v.Jhat He are talking
about -- and I am speaking from my viewpoint -- is that I
would wholeheartedly support desegregation, forced desegregation, if you want to call it that.
HORE
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I would oppose forced inteRration. I think the
majority of my constituents particularly want to be free to
do whatever we want to do and we want the Governnent to
guarantee the opportunity for us to do that.

Q
You are saying that quality education does not
necessarily depend on racial balance?
HR. HILFONG: Thatts right, it definitely does not.
It is facilities, curriculum and teachers, not necessarily
blacks and 't-lhites sitting together.
Q
Sir, what do you say to the argument which
Clarence Hitchell,, among other people, makes that all black
schools will be ignored by public authorities and starve,
as a political fact of life, unless there is integration and
t,Jhite students are involved ,about t.vhom the public authorities
care?

MR. HILFONG: I would say to a great extent in the
past that is true and even in some sections of the country
tha_t would be true now. It''"t.vould not happen in Pasadena.
I am speaking from a purely local issue. h1e have now an
opportunity to imnact upon the political spectrun but because
of other kinds of things we are not free to do that. I admit
that as a practical, political kind of expedient in many
instances ve have to have busing -- I am reacting to the
~entleman's question -- but that is not the answer.
Busing
is not the answer. Equality of education. I disagree with
that part of the Brown decision Hhich said that separate but
equal is inherently inferior. That is not true. People
make it inherently inferior and I agree to that, that in many
instances if you don't have that kind of mixture then people
will not equally allocate.
But what I am saying is that Brown versus School
Board came in 1954, and I know a lot of us Nho are now in the
political spectrum t.1ere not active at that time and could not
have an opportunity to impact on the decision.
HR. HARCHESCHI: Nay I answer his question because
I think it is a very pertinent question and gets to the
heart of the issue. I think each of us at this conference -althou~h the statement does not necessarily reflect that -each of us have various experiences and various sugrrestions,
some of which were made to the President, with respect to
alternatives to massive forced busin~ to achieve racial
balance.
Some of us from Pasadena especially cited the
success of our alternative school progran, which,as we said
to the President, has proved to many of us that voluntary
integration can indeed be made to tvork.

HORE

- 7 The alternative school program in Pasadena has
established a pluralistic approach to education. We have
schools on one end of the spectrum that are very~
very liberal schools and on the other end of the spectrum
that are very conservative, basic three Rs, et cetera, and
a lot of discipline. The interesting thing is that we are
getting some of the most allegedly conservative, allegedly
a~d I stress the word allegedly -- bigoted people in town
willing to put their children on a bus for the totality of
their school ex~erience--to attend a school that is over
40 percent black voluntarily. That tells us something.
That tells us that the ma~net concept is viable. It tells
us there are educational magnets ,,;hich can be created ~'1hich
transcend t<rhatever racial hangups so1!1e people can have.
Dr. Coleman here has, in the Louisville case,
recommended an alternative plan, an alternative program, which
is very, very specific and which has incidentally been turned
down by the District Court. In the Pasadena case in the
Supreme Court now one of the issues is ~1hether vle should have
been free to implement a ve~y,
very specific alternative
school plan that tvould have used educational inducements to
create voluntary rather than coerced education.
So we touched on all of these things with the
President. This statement did not address itself to being
specific in that area. Rather, this statement addressed
itself to say essentially this. "Hey, we are a bunch of
people who feel very deeply about this issue. h1e feel that the
other side undeservedly has held a moral high ground too
long, and we feel that there is a moral case to be ~ade for
finding a workable solution to achieving true integration and
quality education for all kids."
Mr. I·1archeschi, · to tr.7hat extent did you get
into the details of the Administration's legislative proposal?
Q

HR. t1ARCHES CHI:
The Attorney General very, very
briefly mentioned the fact that there \'lfas such activity but
we did not get into those details.

Q

They didn't disclose to you their thinking
or ask you for your comments on specific possible portions
of the legislation7
MR. t1ARCHESCHI:
No. The President left us free
to pretty well say tJhat each of us wanted to say. V.Te each
had approximately five minutes to do that. The President
asked some questions of some of us. The Attorney General made
a brief statement regarding some of the things that he was
concerned about, such as complying with the law.

HORE
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Q

That was all?

HR. !1ARCHESCHI:

Essentially, yes.

Q
aost of us are interested today -- rather than
in a debate over busing and its merits -- we are interested
in whether you gentlemen had any impact on President Ford's
thinking before he comes out with t-7hatever legislation he
vrill.
l1ARCHESCHI: I think we are all presumptuous and
egotistical enough to think we had.
HR.

Q

Was this basically a listening session in
which you all feel -- it sounds to me as though the views you
brought to us today very much back up and give support to
what President Ford has already told us are his views. Did
you get that impression?

HR. HARCHESCHI: I think that the President gave
at least me the distinct impression that ~'the views -- at
least the majority of the vietvs he heard expressed today -were things he deeply believed and endorsed.

Q
Could Dr. Glazer explain this sentence in more
detail? "v.7e have come to believe that the premises on tvhich
the case for court~rdered busing have been built are faulty."

MORE
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MR. GLAZER. I will say one word and then ask
Mike Novak to add something. One of the premises that we
believe is faulty and totally faulty is the assumption that
this is not a good society, or fair society, or a decent
society until equal proportions of every race and ethnic
group are assigned mandatorily to every significant
institution like a school. ~Je believe that is a faulty
premise and ~1e believe that is a premise that is dominating
much of the judicial thinking and much of the orders,
like the present situation.

Q

Is it your belief that the whole theory of
separate but equal if removed from a southern context maybe
into the Boston-Harvard Yard
MR. GLAZER. No, I do not believe that. I believe
that reflects an unfortunate i~norance on the part of
a large number of people in this country. He are not
talking about separate but equal in Boston or any place else.
He are not talking about a situation of transferring State
ordered segregation and le~itimating it in one part of
the country and not legitimating it in another part of
the country.
l'lhatever State action leads to serregation must
be undone. vfuat we are against is what the courts in many
cases are doing which is not to undo State action leadinp
to segregation, but to impose their views that a statistical
balancing of the races is a proper remedy to whatever happens
or that a statistical balancing of the races regardless of
public opposition or lack of pragmatic result is in some
sense what the Constitution calls for.

Q
\Vhat would have been the proper solution for
the Boston, in your opinion?
MR. GLAZER. The proper solution in Boston as
suggested in a number of briefs which are now before the
Supreme Court, would have been to undo all those acts of
segregation that were found to say the school board cannot
if that is what it was doing -- allow special classrooms
to accommodate blacks, not to allow them to go to other
schools.
I think there is another factor in terms of the
faulty premise and that must simply be said that a lot of
what courts claim is segre~ation -- court-ordered segregation
in the briefs -- is not court-ordered segregation. I mean a
lot of what courts say is government mandated segregation
is not. They are referring to actions which either have no
racial motivation or insofar as there is a racial component
are actions most of us \vould consider benign--such as in the
case of Boston, the request of a T)Y'i!lci.nal heading a mostly
black school to a central personnel office to send them
some black teachers. It is that kind of thing which we feel
is faulty premise, the assumption that -- well, that is
one kind of assumption.

MORE
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Q

Gentlemen, Judge Garrity found the segregation of
conduct to be so pervasive in the school system that -MR. GLAZER. I am sorry. You have not read the
decision. He did not. He referred to about 20 schools
out of 100 plus. He referred to action which under no
possible interpretation could be considered State ordered
segregation such as he referred to the conduct of the
examination schools which were already operating under
a test which everyone agreed on the basis of a previous
court case was not discriminatory. So he merely found what
he found and then asserted that this is so pervasive that
I therefore must order this total racial balancing in the
Boston school system. That is the case.

Q

Gentlemen, are many of you disillusioned

liberals?
MR. NOVAK: Not at all. He think -- let me speak
in my own voice -- my name is Hichel Novak. I will be
the Leden-Watson Professor of Philosophy and Religious
Studies at Syracuse beginning in January. Not at all. I
think I am defending an essentially liberal position and I
believe that the course of busing as a moral and as a
practical solution to an admitted wrong or difficulty in
American society has never been subject to sufficient
liberal scrutiny.
We have in many places liberal practices
being used in pursuit of a liberal purpose and I at least
object to that and I object to it both on the line of whether
it fulfills the purposes that it says it fulfills, and whether
it employs proper liberal means for fulfillinf those purposes.
Does busing bring about integration? Does it? Does it
really?

Q

Doesn't it?

MR. NOVAK:

Q

It doesn't seem to.

Hhy not?

MR. NOVAK:

A great deal of evidence shows it

does not.

Q

VJhy not?

MR. NOVAK:

Chiefly because of white fli?:ht.

Secondly -- if I may continue to give a sequence
does it bring about integration? That is an important
question. If you are talking about busing, you are talking
about a means, a remedy. Is it a remedy?

Q

What are you offering in place of it?

MR. NOVAK: We will come to that secondly. But it
is important to take -- when you have a policy that is
breaking in your hands and not working, then you go on to
the second step.
MORE
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Q
I don't know where it is not working. I think
you can point to more places in the country where it is
working than not working.
MR. NOVAK: Unfortunately that does not seem to
be the case. Those who have studied the field cannot find
that evidence.

Q

Are you saying there is no place it is working?

MR. NOVAK: No, I am not saying that, nor would
I oppose it when it works. It is an instrument. As the
Democratic platform put it in 1968 and in 1972, busing
ts an instrument of racial integration. You judge instruments
by how they work, Does this one work? In some cases it
does.
Secondly, does it bring integration and does it
bring quality education?

Q
I think the .premise here is will we have
a lack of discrimination in our society. I don't think the
Supreme Court really hit the theme of quality education,
which is relative. I think the question was to break down
racial barriers.
HR. NOVAK:

Q

Does it do that?

That is the question.

I think it has basically,

MR. NOVAK: If you are a social policy maker and
that is your belief, then that is what you do. If you are
not, then you argue a~ainst that and that is a good social
political argument. Then you want to see the evidence,
If I could call on my colleague David Armor,
who studied some of the evidence.
Do you think it is worse today than in '54,
Q
in terms of equality?
MR. NOVAK:
Q

In some places it is.

In the South?

t1R, NOVAK:

Not in the South.

MR. GLAZER. The:contrast is not with
first large busing order was '71 in Charlotte.

1

54.

The

MR. NOVAK: I have to add in the northern cities,
northern central cities, the number of blacks in many of t~
cities who have moved in have multiplied -- have increased
by multiples of four or eight or, in Seattle, since 1945,
1022 percent. So there has been a tremendous migration in
a very short period of time.
MORE
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Q
Can I ask you a question about this meeting
that v1as set up here. You asked the President to meet
with you, is that correct?
HR. NOVAK:

Yes.

Q
Did the President know that you were going to
come down here and make your statement public in the White
House, since he also met this morning with another ~roup
who has had experience \'Ji th busing operations and they
were forced to stand outside in the heat in the driveway
to talk to reporters?
MR. NOVAK: Since most of us did not know we
were going to have a statement, I would guess the President
did not know.
MR. MARCHESCHI: The first time the President saw
the statement was when I read it to him.

Q
Did you tell him you were going to deliver
it to reporters here and did he have any comment on that?
MR. MARCHESCHI:

Not to the best of my recollection,

no.

Q
I am a little concerned about the fact we
are in the midst of a very, very tight political campaign,
as I am sure all you people are aware, and at this particular
time in our history it suddenly becomes apparently necessary
for the President to get involved in the busing controversy.
Are you unaware of the fact you may be being
used politically?
MR. MARCHESCHI: I would like to answer that
question because frankly, I think that question entered
the minds of all of us. I -v:ill r:1.tteMpt to, if not eli)""inate
your fears or concerns, at least ameliorate them to this
extent.
This meeting was not held at the request of the
President or any of his advisors. It was held at our
request.

Q

How long have you had the request in?

HR. MARCHESCHI: I communicated with the l~hite House
office originally in the fall and most recently,approximately
a month ago, regarding our desire to express some of our
views to the President. But I would like to challenge you,
if I may, on the fact that we don't bring up sensitive
issues in an election.
It seems to me if we really believe in the democratic
process, I don't think there is any better time for a public
official to state his views on a question that is tearing
this country apart than when he is running for office.
MORE
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I am much more offended by the fact that in the
Administration today, and especially in the Justice
Department -- this is my personal feeling -- there are
still those who donwt agree and strongly disagree, if you
will, with the President's position, and even in a posttvatergate environment I would like to know when I go to
the polls this November that the man I vote for has a
reasonable expectation to implement the policies which he
believes and purports to represent to the American public
as those which he is going to implement. And I believe
that one of the-tragedies of H'atergate is that that is no
longer the case.
HR. NOVAK: Some of us in another context were
in a meeting in the fall with the President in which one of
the outcomes of the discussion was encouragement that there
should be a rather large study of this issue in the Government,
partly because many of the fieures that are involved are
very difficult to release. Some agencies of the Government
appear to have rather an advocacy role, than the role of
a non-biased observer,and it is very difficult to get out
of them statements of what is happening.
Also because this is, many of us believe, one of
the greatest domestic issues for a long time to come and
this also, if I might say, happens to be an opportune time,
because the issue does rank very low in public opinion polls.
The public is not terribly agitated about it right now.
There are not many cases pending at this moment and that is
a very fruitful time. In the next year or the year after
that, there may well be cases. In Chicago, in Los Angeles
and in other great cities and it will be a much more
inflamatory issue, so at least from my point of view -and I will almost certainly support a Democrat in the
election -- this is a very opportune time to bring about
a full dress criticism of this policy, as we do of every
other policy. This one should not escape criticism and it
should not escape criticism above all by liberals who have
done so much to engender it. Liberals have a responsibility
especially to this problem.

HORE

iTy name is Charles Hamilton.
In line t-dth the earlier question, I think it is very ir.:roortant
to point out that the Drobable Democratic candida.te in November
is not goin~ to be ~uch different on this issue than the
position we have articulated here today. I think that is very
iMportant to point out. I think that ~,1hen anybody speaks on
an issue of this kind at any time, whether it is during
primaries, after primaries or in 1973, it is always goin;-r, to be
subject to potential political use, and I speak to you, sir,
as a Democratic Precinct Captain in Hew York.
H!?.• HArtiL'l'ON:

Q

A·re you saying this is Jil'!lJT\y Carter's

position'?
I am saying Jim:my Cctrter' s position
on this question has been very clear. He is against mandated
court-ordered busing. He is in favor of the so-called
Atlanta Compromise, c:md I accept that and I am ?;Oinp to Hork
dilir:ently for Hr .. Ce.rter.
I1R. HN1ILTON:

Q
Then you are saying President Ford and Jimmy
Carter are not verv far apart, is that corr•ect?
HR. HAPILTON: I personally don't feel they are
very far apart on this issue.

Q
Do you feel President Ford has exploited
in any way this as a political issue?
!1R. HAHILTON:

Q

IJo.

Do any of you?

!1R. NOVAK: The reason I don't think that is so is
Nhat is to be gained by that just now? It is not an issue
high in the minds of most Americans. Host Americans, according
to the polls, seem to become concerned over this issue uhen
it is local and nost are for integration only in the ii-:'1mediate
environment and it is not in any irn!'!.ediate environr1ent this
year and it ·h10n' t be in the fall. It is not a very heavy
'J?Oli tical issue. It v1as not a big issue in the priBaries.
'·~r.

Q
Uasn't it an issue in the right win:::; Phere
Ford is in the most jeopardy right not-7?
HR. NOVAK:

I Nill let Republicans speak to that issue.

Q
That is v1hat t>Je are asking about.
Hhole point of the discussion.

That is the

HR. GLAZER: I don't think any of us Hant to get
into the subject that reporters can't seem to get away fron,
the notion that any issue of social policy is of no concern
of itself but only exists as a counter in politics.
HORE
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Now obviously to some extent it does but in the
case of the present situation I happen to know -- and as anyone should know -- that the involvement of the Attorney General
in the Boston brief had nothing to do with any political
timetable -- had to do only with the fact that those briefs
of certiorari had been filed tvith the Supreme Cou:rt. The,t those
briefs raised important points, that one of them had been
'l't1z:'i tten by a relatively distinguished latvyer and the
Attorney General had to decide Nhether they would say
so!!l.ething about· it or not say sonething about it.
That much
I knmv, and what Hr. Ford vJanted to make of it I knm,y
nothing about and I really don't care. I have been involved
in this issue much longer than this political canpaign and
I see no reason to stop my interest in it because of the
political campaign.

Q
Do you think it is sheer coincidence that
you are here right now?
~1R.

GLAZER:

I don • t think it matters.

11R. SOtvELL: Hy name is Thomas Sowell. I am a
Professor of Economics at UCLA. Various people here have
identified themselves as Democrats or Republicans. I would
like to identify myself as one of those vast nunber of
people Hho neither register or vote. I am here simply because
the merits of the issue itself interest me. I an concerned
about it. I am concerned about the faulty assumptions which
are never challenged.First of all, you have to have integration
in order for the black kids to learn.
Secondly, black kids do learn better after
integration for which the evidence is at best aMbiguous
and probably against that. That black kids are psychologically
danaged by segregation and psychologically benefited by
integration, however it is achieved. The studies I have seen
done -- particularly a book by Dr. Gloria Powell called Black
!'1onday' s Children t,1hich has exhaustive studies all across
the country. The evidence there is ap,ain at best ambiguous.
The balance of it,in my judgment, is that black kids end
up harmed by it. There have been any number of local studies
showing racial isoliation, interracial antagonism, greater
both among blacks and whites, after these forced integration
programs have been put into effect. That is the kind of thing
~.;re are concerned about.

Q
Where did you
integrated school?

~o

l1R. SOHELL:

pre-collere.

to school?

Did you go to an

I went to both, both in college and
I have taught in both.

~10RE
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~vhich

do you think you profi tted r::tost from?

HR. SOl'J'ELL: You mean can I p::eneralize about three
universities?
I can't even count the number of other schools
I have gone to.

Q

You are making assertions here --

HR. SOl·1ELL: No, I am reciting certain facts that
others have already gotten through serious studies any number
of places around'the country. I am simply saying those facts
have become non-events in the media apparently and it is
assumed automatically that in fact there are some great
benefits accruing to blacks as a result of this and I am
sayinp I see no evidence of that benefit.

Q

Do you see any benefit to segreeation?

HR. SOHELL: I did not come here to ask the President
to oppose Brovm versus Board of Education.

Q
But isn't that basically what we face here,
how to deal Hith a court problem?
MR. ARHOR: A lot of us got here because we have
done research and the research does not support soBe of the
assumptions that school boards and the courts seem to be
naking, one being that a balanced school is a better educational
institution.
There are several of us who have done
research, and we are quite convinced that a black child can
do just as well in an all black school as in an integrated
school. That is a factual or evidentiary issue and not a
political one.
Secondly, the remedies that courts have imposed have
caused such massive white flight that in a sense it is undoing the very action the court is aiming at so at least
I, for one -- I am David Armor from Rand -- am here because
I am concerned about the educational and social consequences.
I am not concerned as much about the political issue. I think
others of us would feel the saMe way. He think there are
false assumptions. There is ~cod evidence, and it almost
challenges those assumptions, and He have to t-TOrk towards
alternatives that come closer to the goad that t'll'e think is
far from the mark because of the white fli~ht and other
problems that are occurring.

Q

I would like to ask you, you said Jimmy Carter
had said he was against court-ordered busing and I wonder if
you would give ne a citation for that because I don't recall
any unarn.biguous statement of that sort on ''""r. Carter r s part.
!1R. ARHOR: Ho, I can't. I just follow everything he
says and that you people write about.
Q
That v.1as in the New York Times yesterday.
in all of his literature.

r10RE
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MR. WILFONG: Let ne address that. I am speaking
sol!l.ewhat from a political thing. I am a City Councilman.
I think part of the things that He are saying I don't think
you are hearing. You are asking questions and maybe you are
not satisfied with our answers.
For instance, a while a~o the question was asked
and we tried to follow that theme -- I was interested that
someone asked about did that achieve inte~ration, busing.
I~ that the object?
Was the object to achieve integration?
~asn't the object to talk about
equality
in education?
Oouldn't a more·accurate appropriate question be, do you
think that achieved equality in education or pood education?
Uhat difference does it make if we have an integrated b:1d
school? t··:rhat are you saying you l•7ant us to have an qequal
opportunity

Q

Would you apply that to going to a restaurant
in this town where you were separate -f1R. WILFONG: I don't really care about the
restaurant. The point is tvhen I come here I got to Pitts
and eat some barbecue and maybe some chitlins. I may go
to Hogates. I may --

l10RE
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MR. GMZER: No one is talking about maintain;ing
segregation. vie assume that is behind us. He are all
against segregation~ That is behind us.
MR. lVILFONG: That is not the object. I am
against that, but if I chose to do that, if I choose to
go to Pitts, then right on ..
The point we are saying
getting back to the
situation in Pasadena -- of a political nature. I am a
Republican and I am supporting the Governor of California,
so I would not allow myself to be used by the President,
President Ford, for that purpose.
I don't think,though -- and someone said this
earlier -- why should v.re stop doing the things we are doing
just because it is election time. ~fuy should I oppose a
good program by a man who is the present President because
I am supporting someone else. lJhy shouldn't I come to a
forum like this, to talk to the President of our United States
to give my viewpoints on that issue.
The issues as we see it back in Pasadena are this:
One, will we be allowed to do our thing in Pasadena? lvill
we be allmved to have freedom to make our own decisions based
upon our neighborhood rather than what a court decides based
upon its interpretation of some incident which was probably
appropriate at that time.
Q
We want you to have this forum, we assure you,
and we hope when the pro-busing people come along that they
will have the forum. Y.·-7e doubt they will.

MR. HARCHESCHI: Dr. Ravitch
a word and then I would like to close.

~1ould

like to say

MS. RAVITCH. My name is Diane Ravitch. I am a
professor at Teacher's College. I am a historian and writer.
I have done some studies into the history of the school
integration decisions and implementationo
My own concerns are these. I am a liberal Democrat.
I expect to be supporting Jimmy Carter in the fall, assuming
he is the nominee. I obviously don't want to be politically
used by anybody, but I have my own concerns. I don't think
you stop thinking about issues because of it being an election
year and I don't think you can stop governing because it
happens to be the fourth year.
My concerns are these. I think one of the efforts
in achieving integration is not only to have an integrated
society -- and obviously like everybody else in this group
which is not any kind of a formal association -- like all of
us, we are in favor of integration, we t-1ant to see a unified
society, we believe in the Brown decision wholeheartedly and
all the changes it has brought about in American society.
HORE
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My concern is with the pragmatic effects of
school busing. Not that busing should not be a tool, it
should be a tool. Absolutely. But the question is what are
its effects? How much white flight is there. If you win
a decision and lose the white population and end up with
more segregation than you had before the decision, have
Y9U won?
At the time of the decision in Boston, there was
a 61 percent white majority in Boston schools. There is
now a white minority in the Boston schools. That is a
concern or should be a concern. It is a concern to me as
a researcher.
If you look at the results coming in from different
places in the country -- the education results -- they are
equivocal at best -- there is no strong evidence that
busing leads to better education and my own position -- which
I would distinguish
from the rest of the group -- is
I have no hard and fast conclusions except I would urge
the President and the Secretary of HEN to initiate a
thorough study, if possible, even in an election year.
What is the educational impact of busing? How
can we provide better quality education? Are there cities,
are there States, are there nations that have done a better
job of educating low-income children than we have? He
have not succeeded. That is very clear and if we want to
achieve equality we have to do a better job in educating
low-income kids in order that they can have the kind of
mobility that we assume middle class kids get through
education.
So, that is my concern and I would think it would
be wrong to say that we are exploiting the issue or that the
President -- I don't know if the President is exploiting
it -- I don't think it is exploiting. My understanding is
he has basically taken this position consistently for
many years. If he suddenly switched positions in the
middle of an election, you could say he was exploiting it,
but I don't think saying what you have always said is
necessarily exploitation.

· Q
Was the value of your visit today to convince
him of what he already believed?
MS. RAVITCH: Hy purpose in coming was to say I
think a lot of people are making statements for which they
have no factual basis. In the course of writing about
busing and integration, I have run into many people, in and
outside the civil rights movement, who say we must have
busing because only through integration will children ever
learn.
MORE
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Now I don't know on what they base that. I believe
there are many ways in which children learn and we have not
begun to fathom them. I think we can do a better job than
we are doing now and we don't seem to be moving in the right
direction, so I was urging we do a better job of finding
out why we have these assumptions.

Q

Nay I ask a question about white flight which
a number of you have mentioned.

MS. RAVITCH:

Dr. Coleman might be best to

speak to that.

Q
t-Jhy is the answer to white flight not to
expand the realm of busing instead of to contain it in
areas -- especially in the case of Boston, why is it not
better to expand busing out into the suburbs to prevent
white flight?
HR. COLEHAN: I see your point. It seems to me
the white flight that exists tells a few things. One is the
actual consequences of white flight, namely, the· shift-reduction
of 30 some percent of the white population
in Boston in a short period of time -- in. a period of two
years. That is one thing.
The other is what it tells us symbolically. That
is it says that here is an issue, namely the choice of
where to send one's child to school, which is so important
to so many people that they will suffer an economic loss,
that they will suffer losses of friends, losses of a
~1hole variety of sorts in order to achieve their goal.
NoH if that is the case, if it is so important
to so many people, then one must begin to question the basic
philosophy of the thing and it seems to me when one looks
at the philosophy of the thing then you find it is a kind
of ''EMperor has no clothes" phenomenon that it is based on
as several people have said before -- a set of faulty
premises.
HR. HARDY:

I would like to comment on that white

flight.
I am John Hardy from the Pasadena Unified School
District,Board of Education. I am in support of Governor
Reagan too, so there is no political tie to President Ford.
But Pasedena is unique. I think it is one of the very
few districts under court order to bus where we have been
able to turn around the white flight. lle brought back into
the district around 1,200 white families or white kids.
Basically because we have offered a volunteer
and we have told them the awful thing we have told the
parents, "This is what we are going to do for your kids if
you bring them back into this district. He are going to
teach them the basic 3 R's. We are going to teach them
discipline. v·le are going to teach them pride, we are going
to teach them respect." We have a waiting list to get
into those schools.
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catch.

MR. MARCHESCHI: Some of us have airplanes to
May I just make one parting comment.

I do appreciate your focusingon the issue and the
political issue involved. As the unofficial organizer of
this group, ad hoc group, let me make this confession to
you. There are quite a fe..,r of us up here t..rho have carried
quite a few scars from this battle. Some of us have seen
districts lose 40 percent of their white children. Others
of. us have put a great number of children on buses and bused
them across town. Others of us have had reputations and
positions in various universities challenged·-- challenging
some of the assumptions that underlie the whole premise
of busing.
I think the most honest thing we can say is this:
There are those in this group who very, very much want
to communicate what we consider to be sincere knowledgeable
opinions to the media and to the country on this issue.
And to the extent that anyone has been used today,
I would be much more co~cernad about us using the President
than the President using us. I think we have had a platform
to legitimate, if you will, the anti-busing argument and
we, appreciate that.
Thank you very much.
END
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THE WHITE HOUSE
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
UPON SIGNING THE BUSING HESSAGE
THE OVAL OFFICE
11:40 A.M.

EDT

To many Americans busing appears the only way to
achieve the equal educational opportunities so long denied
them. To many other Americans busing appears to restrict
their individual freedom to choose the best school for
their children to attend.
It is my responsibility and the responsibility
of the Congress to seek a solution to this problem -- a
solution true to our con~on beliefs in civil rights for
all Americans, individual freedom for every American in the
best public education for our children.
Today I am submitting to the Congress legislation
which I believe offers such a solution. I ask the Congress
to join with me in establishing the guidelines for the
lower Federal courts to follow. Busing as a remedy ought
to be the last resort and it ought to be limited in duration
and in scope to correcting the effects of previous violations.
Tnese legislative guidelines are drawn within the framework
of the Constitution.
I believe every American community should desegregate on a voluntary basis. Therefore, I am proposing the
establishment of a committee composed of citizens who have
had community experience in school desegregation and who
are willing to assist other conununities in voluntarily
desegregating their schools.
Citizens groups I have consulted on both sides
of the busing issue have told me such a conunittee would be
a welcome resource to communities which face up to the issue
honestly, voluntarily and in the best spirit of American
democracy.
·
Concern has been expressed that by submitting this
bill at this time we risk encouraging those who are
resisting court-ordered desegregation sometimes to the point
of violence. Let me state here and now that this
Administration will not tolerate unlawful segregation. We
will act swiftly and effectively against anyone who engages
in violence. This Administration will do whatever it must
to preserve order and to protect the constitutional rights
of our citizens.
The purpose of submitting this legislation now is
to place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls
of the Congress, a responsible and orderly debate within the
De~ocratic process and not on the streets of our cities.
I will now sign the two messages -- one to the House
and one to the Senate -- which will be delivered today along
with the proposed legislation.
END
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FACT SHEET
THE SCHOOL DESEGREGATIOlJ STANDARDS
Ai.JD ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1976
The President today is sending legislation to Coneress to
improve the Nation's ability to deal id th elementary and
secondary public·school desegregation.
BACKGROUND
·------The proposed legislation is the result of an eight···month
review of school desegregation. In November, 1975" President
Ford directed Attorney General Levi and Secretary f-1atl1ew·s to
consider \'tays to miniraize court ·ordered businp:. The President
also stressed the need to assist local school districts in
achieving desegregation before court action commenced.
Recently; President Ford has held a series of meetings with
outside sources to discuss the reco~~endation resultin€ from
the revie't'l. These meetincs have included school board repre ..
sentatives, academic and educational experts~ community
leaders i·lho have dealt uith deser;regation on the local level;
civil richts leaders, members of Congress; and Cabinet officers.
DESCRIPTIO:{
OF -THE LEGISLATIOH
_....,.._
- --------The School Desegregation Standards and Assistance Act of 1976)
in order to maintain progress to~ard the orderly elimination
of illegal segregation in our public sc!1ools, and to preserve ··~
ors \'There appropriate~ restore ... · cor11munity control of schools,
\10Uld;
1.

Require that a court in a desegrer;ation case
determine the extent to 1..fhich acts of unlai•Tful
discrimination have caused a greater degree of
racial concentration in a school or school system than would have existed in the absence of
such acts·

2.

Require that busing and other remedies in
school desegregation cases be limited to
eliminating the degree of student racial
concentration caused by proven unlaH·ful
acts of discrimination#

3.

~equire

that the utilization of court
ordered busing as a remedy be limited to
a specific period of time consistent with
the lesislation's intent that it be an
interim and transitional renedy. In e:eneral~
this period of time will be no longer than
five years where there has been compliance
with the court order.
more

'

2
11.

Establish a 1Jational Cor.11nunity and Education
Committee 'Hhich uj 11 assist.·. encourar·e . and
facilitate comn:unity involvement in the school
desegregation process. This Comrni ttee irlill be
composed of citizens frorJ a ~>~ic.~e range of
occupations and back[rounus) with particular
emphasis on individuals who have had personal
experience in school desegregation activities.
Committee members will assist on request
communities \vhich are~ or w·ill be~ engaged
in the desesregation of their schools by
sharing ideas and recommendations for
anticipating and resolving conflicts.
In addition to providing advice and tec~nical
assistance, the Comnittee idll be authorized
to provide-grants to conEunity groups for the
development of constructive local uarticipation
that will facilitate the desegregation process.
The Com1ni ttee ~rill be composed of not less than
50 nor more than 100 members. Ten of those~
appointed by the President for fixed terms,
't'Till serve as an Executive Committee and t-rill
appoint the balance of the Co~nittee.
LI!IITS
TO
-..-- ·-

DUSING

The President indicated that where Federal court actions
are initiated to deal with public school desecregation: busing
as a remedy ought to be the last resort and ouc;I1t to be limited
in scope to correcting the effects of previous violations.
He proposes t~at Concress join with him in establishing guide~
lines for the lower Federal Courts in the desegregation of
public schools.
The President also indicated his belief that each comnunity
should choose the alternative of voluntarily dese~reeating
its public schools.
He proposes the establishment of a cor.:mittee com:~osed of
citizens 1ATho have community experience in school desegrega·
tion activities and who are willin~ to assist other
communities voluntarily desegregate their schools.

Question:
Ron, we have been asking for a long time for a specific case
where this legislation would make a difference and you have
refused to cite any case to us. Can you do so now?

Answer:
First of all, the President is proposing this legislation because
he thinks that it will make a difference in a significant proportion
of the cases that may come up in the future. With respect to
cases that have been decided in the past, I think it i& fair to
say that if you re?-d t e opinions in a number oi these cases,
you will find that the analysis that the courts have used is
different from the analysis required by the proposed legislation.
In this regard, I suggest you review the Denver ...,d!
It a
and Wilmington cases, for example. I want to stress, however,
that had those cases been tried under the procedures specified
in this legislation, more extensive evidence might have been
presented and some of those cases might well have come out
with the same result.
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DESEGREGATIOII STANDARDS

A.i.JD ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1976

The President today is sending legislation to Congress to
improve the i~ation' s ability to deal with elementary and
secondary public·school desegreGation.
BACKGROUND

The proposed leg:5_sla.tion is the result of an eiP.~ht ·month
revieN of schcc .L desegrer;ation. In November~· 1975"' President
Ford directed Attorney General Levi and Secretary Matl1e"1s to
consider vra.ys to miniraize court ·Ordered businp.-. The President
also stressed the need to assist local school districts in
achieving desegregation before court action commenced.
RecentlY: President Ford has held a series of meetings with
outside sources to discuss the recor:nendation resultinr from
the review. These meetincs have included school board representatives s academic and educational experts" COI!1Ji1Unity
leaders t-lho have dealt Hi th deser;rer;ation on the local level p
civil rights leaders, members of Congress~ and Cabinet officers.
pESC_!UPTIO:{ 9F THE LEGISLAr:r_±_o;_;r

The School Desecregation Standards and Assistance Act of 1975;
in order to maintain progress toFarci. the orderly elimination
of illegal segregation in our public schools, and to preserve ···or s where appropriate: restore
cor,ununit;y control of schools !I
\-Tould:
1.

Require that a court in a desegre~ation case
determine the extent to H'hich acts of unla1.1ful
discrinination have caused a greater degree of
racial concentration in a school or school system than would have existed in the absence of
such acts ·

2.

Require that busino
s c hoo 1 des e gre c;a t i o n:-":c~a~s=-=e~s~;:e;,.._::;_;_;;;;;..;;;e.;..:::"t o
eliminating the degree of student racial
concentration caused by proven unlaHful
acts of discrimination~
FJ.equire that the utilization of court~·
~
ordered busin£ as a remedy be limited to ~
a specific period of time consistent with · --.
the ler:.;islation:s intent that it be an
· interim and trarisitTorra! "~eery:- In general,
.,-this period of time 't~fflbe no longer than
five years where there has been compliance
with the court order.
I!lore

2
l!.

Establish a National Community and Education
Committee 't'Thich t-1111 assist, encourar:e _ and
facilitate community involvement in the school
desegregation process. This Cornmittee v-1111 be
composed of citizens from a wide range of
occupations and backerounds, with particular
emphasis on individuals who have had personal
experience in school desegreEation activities.
Committee members t'lill assist on request
con~unities which ares or will be, engaged
in the desegregation of their schools by
sharing ideas and recommendations for
anticipating and resolving conflicts.
In addLtion to providing advice and technical
the Cownittee will be authorized
to provide grants to conmunity groups for the
development of constructive local participation
that will facilitate the desegre~ation process.
The Committee '\.<rill be composed of not less than
50 nor more than 100 members. Ten of those~
appointed by the President for fixed terms~
will serve as an Executive Committee and will
appoint the balance of the Committee.
assistance~

--

____

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION:
::;;.;;...;..~-"--"-

LiriiTS TO BUSING

The President indicated that where Federal court actions
are initiated to deal with public school deseeregationJ busing
as a remedy ought to be the last resort and ou~1t to be limited
in scope to correcting the effects of previous violations.
He proposes that Concress join with him in establishing guidelines for the lo\i'er Federal Courts in the desegregation of
public schools.
The President also indicated his belief that each community
should choose the alternative of voluntarily desegreeating
its public schools.
He proposes the establishment of a committee composed of
citizens who have community experience in school desegrega-·
tion activities and who are willinc to assist other
corn."i!.unities voluntarily desegregate their schools.

~Tune 211,

m!BARGOED FOR RELEA~r
UNTIL 11:45 A.M. {EDT)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1971)
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Office of the lThite House Press Secretarv

THE 1·THITE HOU9E
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATEF!·
I address this messa~e to the Congress, and throu~h
the Con~ress to all Americans, on an issue of profoun~
importance to our domestic tranauilitv and the future of
American education.
·
~
r'tost Americans knov• this issue as businP" ~~- the use
of busing to carry out court-ordered assi~n~ent of students
to correct ille~al segre~ation in our schools.
In its fullest sense the issue is how we protect the
civil rights of all Americans without unduly restrictinr
the individual freedom of any A~erican.
It concerns the responsibility of ~overnment to nrovide
quality education, and equality of education, to every
American.
It concerns our oblir2tion to eli~inate~ as swiftly as
humanly possible, the occasions of controvert!y an0 cavision
from the fulfillment of this responsibility.
At the outset, let me set forth certain principles
p:overninp.: my ,judp-rnents and my P..ctions.
First, for all of MY life I have held stron~ nersonel
racial discrimination. I rlo not believe
in a seg.-rer,ated society. Pe are a :;eo-ple of C'iverse
back~round, origins and interests· but we are still one
people ~-- Americans ~-- a.nd so must t•Te live.
feelin~s a~ainst

Second, it is the ~utv of every President to en~orce
the law of the land. ~fuen I became President. I took an
oath to preserve, nrotect and def'end the Constitution of
the United States. There must be no misunderstandin~ about
this· I will unhold the Constitutional ri~hts of every
individual in the countrv. I will carrv out the decisions
of the Supreme Court. I will not toler~te ~efiance o~ the
la\IT .
Third~ I am totally ~edicated to auality education
in America --- and to the nrinciple that uublic ec'l.ucat5.on
is predominantly the concern of the community in T•rhich
people live. Throughout the history of our Nation, the
education of our children, especiallv at the elementary
and secondary levels~· has been a community enc'l.eavor. 'The
concept of public education is now written into our history
as deeply as an;r tenet of American belief.

more
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In recent years, we have seen many communities in the
country lose control of their public schools to the Federal
courts because they failed to voluntarily correct the effects
of willful and official denial of the ri~hts of some children
in their schools.
It is my belief that in their earnest desire to carry
out the decisions of the Supreme Court, some jud~es of lower
Federal Courts have o:one too far. They have~
resorted too ouickly to the remedy or massive
busin~ of public school children~
extended businp too broadly· and
maintained control of schools for too

lon~.

It is this overextension of court control that has
transformed a simple judicial tools busin~, into a cause
of widespread controversy and slowed our pro~ress toward the
total elimination of serrregation.
As a President is resnonsible for actin~ to enforce
the Nation's laws} so is h~ also responsible for actin~
vrhen society be~ins to auestion the end results of those
laws.
I therefore ask the Con~ress, as t~e elected
representatives of the American neople, to ioin with me
in establishin~ ~uidelines for the lower Federal Courts
in the desep:reP;ation of oublic schools throup:hout the
land-- act~niwithin th~ fra~ework of the Constitution
and particularly the Fourteenth A~endment to the
Constitution.
It is both auorooriate and Constitutional for the
Congress to' define. by .. law· the remedies the lo\<rer Pec1eral
Courts may decree.
It is both appropriate and Constitutional for the
Congress to prescribe standards and nrocedures for
accor.unodatinp; competinr: interests and rir:hts.
Both the advocates of more businp.: and the aCI.vocates
of less busin~ feel they hold a stron~ moral 90sition on
this issue.
To many Americans \•rho have been in the lon.a: stru~ple
for civil ri~hts, busin~ appears to be t~e only way to
provide the eoual educational oonortunity so Ion~ ann so
tra~ically denied them.
-·
To many other .ll,mericans 'Hho have struggleCI much of
their lives and devoted most of their enerpies to seekin~
the best for their children, busin~ anpears to be a denial
of an individual's freedom to choose the best school for
his or her children.
more

l·lhether businR' helns school chilt:?..ren cret a better
education is not a-settie~ auestion. The record is mixe~.
Certainly, busing has assiste~ in bringin~ about the
desegregation of-our schools. But it is a tragic reality
that, in some areas, busin~ under court or~er has brou~ht
fear to both black students and white stu~ents -- an~ to
their parents.
No child can learn in an atmosphere of fear. Better
remedies to right Constitutional wron~s ~ust be ~ound.
It is my responsibilitY: and the responsibility of
the Congress;to address and to seek to resolve this
situation.

.

In the tl.~Tenty-two years since the Supreme Court
ordered an end to school se~re~ation, this country has
made great progress. Yet we still have far to R'O.
To maintain oro~rress toward the orderlv elimination
of illegal segreg~ti;n in our public schools, and to pre~
serve -·- or, 'Afhere appro!)riate, restore -~· cornmuni ty
control of schools, I ar11 propos in~" legislation to~
1.

Require that a court in a ~esegre~ation case
determine the extent to t'lhich acts of unla'!Arful
discrimination have caused a ~reater de~ree of
racial concentration in a school or school
system than would have existed in the absence
of such acts~

2.

Require that businr and other remedies in
school dese~repation cases be limited to
eliminating the de?ree of student racial
concentration caused by proven unlawful
acts of discrimination·

3.

Require that the utilization of court~
ordered busin~ as a remedy be liMited to
a specific period of time consistent with
the le~islation's intent that it be an
interim and transitional remedy. In
general, this period o? time will be no
longer than five years where there has
been compliance with the court or~er.

4.

Create an independent Na.tional ComJ"1uni ty
and Education Comrn.i ttee to helo a.ny school
community reouestinr; citizen assistance in
voluntarily resolvin~ its school se~re~ation
problem.

Almost Hithout exception, the citizens 1 P'roups
both for and afainst busing with which I have consulted
told me that the proposed Hational Community anc" Fcuca.tlon
Committee could be a positive addition to the resources
currently available to corrrrn.uni ties 1,-vhich face up to the
issue honestlY: voluntarily and in the best spirit of
American democracy.
more
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This citizens 7 Committee woul0 he J'!'1a0e up
primarily of men and tV"ornen w·ho have h8.C'. communl ty
experience in school dese~reration activities.
It would remain distinct and separate from
enforcement activities of the Federal Courts. the Justice
Department and the Department of Health Fdubation and
Helfare.
It is MY hope that the ComMittee could activate
and enerRize effective local leadership at an early st~~e:
To reduce the disruption that woulQ
othertdse accompany the o.eseP:reP'ation
process:;- and
To provide additional assistance to
communities in anticipating and resolvinf"
difficulties prior to and durin~ dese~re~ation.
·
tThile I personally believe th~:~.t ever;r cornmuni t;v
should effectively desegre~ate on a voluntarv basis! I
recognize that some court action is inevitable.
In those cases where Pederal court actions are
initiated, however, I believe that busin~ as a remedy
ou~ht to be the last resort. and that it ou~ht to be
li~ited in scope to correctin~ the effects of previous
Constitutional violations.
The goal of the ,judicial remeCI.y in a school desea:re· ..
gation case ourht to be to yut the school systeM; an0 its
students s where they "~ATould have been if the acts ,,rhich
violate the Constitution had never occurrec.
The goal should be to e liM.in~.te :·root and branch,. the
Constitutional violations and all of their present effects.
This is the Constitutional test t-rhich the Sun.rere Court has
mandated -···· nothinrr. more~ nothinP' less.
·
Therefore, rny bill would establish for Federal courts
specific puidelines concerning the use of busina: in school
dese~regation cases.
It would re0uire the court to deter~ine
the extent to which acts of unlawrul discrimination bv
governmental officials have causec"i a r-reater degree of' racifl.l
concentration in a school or school system than waul~ have
existed in the absence of such acts. It woul~ further reovi~e
the court to limit the relief to that necessarv to correct the
racial imbalance actually causec'1 by those unla~~rful acts. ~his
would prohibit a court from orderin~ busin~ throu~hout an
entire school system simply f'or the purpose of achievinQ"
racial balance.
In addition, ny bill reco~nizes that the busina: reMe~y
is transitional by its very nature and that when a comf"luP.:t ty
makes good faith efforts to comnly~ businf:'" oug:ht to be
limited in 0uration. Therefore, the bill nrovi0es that three
years after the businr.r re:medv has been imoosed a court shalJ.
be required to determine trrhether to continue the remedy.
more
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Should the court deternine t~at a continuation is necessary,
it could do so only for an actditional two years. Thereafter~
the court could continue busin~ nnly in the most extraordinary
circumstances, Hhere there has been a. failure or delay of'
other remedial efforts or ~rhere the resi0.ual effects of
unla~Arful discrimination are unusually severe.
Great concern has been exryressen that submission of
this bill a.t this time 'lciJ'OUld encouraP.'e those ·who are resistinrt
court-ordered dese~re~ation
sometimes to the point of
violence.
·
Let me here state, simply and directly, that this
Administration will not tolerate unla.wful se?rer:ation.
t~ will aci swiftly and effectively aRainst anyone who
engages in violence.

I assure the people of this Nation that this Administration
will do whatever it must to preserve order anrl to protect the
Constitutional rights of our citizens.

The purpose of submittin~ this le~islation now is to
place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls of
Congress and in the democratic process -·- not in the streets
of our cities.
The strength of America has always been our ability to
deal with our own problems in a responsible and orderly wRy.
l'fe can do so a~ain if every American will .1 oin l!Jj_ th Me
in affirming our historic commitment to a Fation of lai'rs a
people of equality, a society of opportunity.
.?

I call on the ConP.:ress to Nri te into la1-1r a ne>,r persuect:t ve
which sees court-ordered busin~ as a tool to be use~ with the
highest selectivity and the utmost precision.
I call on the leaders of all the Nation's school
districts which may yet face court orders to move voluntarily) promptly, objectively and corr1oe.ssionately to
desegre~ate their schools.

He must eliminate discriMination in America.
vTe must summon the best in ourselves to the cause of
achieving the highest possible quality of education for each
and every American child.

GERALD

THE vJHITE

HOUSE~

June 24; 1976.
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To many Americans busing appears the only way to
achieve the equal educational opportunities so long denied
them. To many other Americans busing appears to restrict
their individual freedom to choose the best school for
their children to attend.
It is my responsibility and the responsibility
of the Congress to seek a solution to this problem -- a
solution true to our con~on beliefs in civil rights for
all Americans, individual freedom for every American in the
best public education for our children.
Today I am submitting to the Congress legislation
which I believe offers such a solution. I ask the Congress
to join with me in establishing the guidelines for the
lower Federal courts to follow. Busing as a remedy ought
to be the last resort and it ought to be limited in duration
and in scope to correcting the effects of previous violations.
Tnese legislative guidelines are drawn within the framework
of the Constitution.
I believe every American community should desegregate on a voluntary basis. Therefore, I am proposing the
establishment of a committee composed of citizens who have
had community experience in school desegregation and who
are willing to assist other con1munities in voluntarily
desegregating their schools.
Citizens groups I have consulted on both sides
of the busing issue have told me such a cormnittee would be
a welcome resource to communities which face up to the issue
honestly, voluntarily and in the best spirit of American
democracy.
Concern has been expressed that by submitting this
bill at this time we risk encouraging those who are
resisting court-ordered desegregation sometimes to the point
of violence. Let me state here and now that this
Administration will not tolerate unlawful segregation. We
will act swiftly and effectively against anyone who engages
in violence. This Administration will do whatever it must
to preserve order and to protect the constitutional rights
of our citizens.
The purpose of submitting this legislation now is
to place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls
of the Congress, a responsible and orderly debate within the
Democratic process and not on the streets of our cities.
I will now sign the two messages -- one to the House
and one to the Senate -- which will be delivered today along
with the proposed legislation.
END (AT 11:43 A.M. EDT)

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 25, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

.--. 0,

FROM:

EDWARD SCHMULTS\Y__~ •

SUBJECT:

Private School Discrimination Case

In R~nyon et ux., dba Bobbe's School v. McCrary et al., (decided
June 25, 1976), the Supreme Court held that 42 USC 1981*/ may
be constitutionally applied to prohibit private, commercially
operated, non-sectarian schools from denying admission to prospective students because they are Negroes. Justice Stewart
wrote the opinion, in which Chief Justice Burger and Justices
Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun, Powell and Stevens joined. The
latter two also filed concurring opinions. Justices White and
Rehnquist dissented.
At the outset the opinion noted that the case did not present
any question as to (a) the right of a private social organization
to limit its membership on racial or other grounds,**/ (b) the
right of a private school to limit its student body-ro boys, to
girls, or to adherents to a particular religious faith, and {c)
the right of private sectarian schools to practice racial exclusion on religious grounds.
The Court said that it was well settled that Section 1981 prohibits racial discrimination in the making and enforcing of
private contracts and cited three earlier decisions (the Jones
case - barring under another Reconstruction statute private
racial discrimination in the sale or rental of real or personal
property; the Tillman case - holding that a private swimming
*/ The section provides that "All persons • • • shall have
the same right • • • to make and enforce contracts • . • and
to the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for
the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white
II
.persons
**/ Of course, the Court did not express an opinion on this
point.

•
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club had violated Section 1981 by enforcing a guest policy
that discriminated against Negroes; and the Johnson case holding that Section 1981 prohibits the discrimination in
private employment on the basis of race).
In holding that Section 1981 was constitutionally applied by
the lower courts, Justice Stewart said that such application
did not violate any constitutionally protected rights of free
association and privacy, or a parent's right to direct the education of his children. He assumed that parents had a First
Amendment right to send their children to educational institutions that promote the belief that racial segregation is
desirable, and that children have an equal right to attend
such institutions. But it did not follow that a school' s·
exclusionary practice was protected by the same principle.
Stewart said that.no challenge was being made to the right of
parents to send their children to a particular private school
rather than a public school. While parents have a constitutional
right to select private schools that offer specified instruction, they have no constitutional right to provide their
children with private school education unfettered by reasonable
government regulation such as Section 1981.
In his concurring opinion, Justice Powell stressed that the
schools were "private" only in the sense that they were
managed by private persons and did not use public funds.
He
referred to the fact that the schools extended a public offer
to any child meeting minimum qualifications and advertised
in telephone directory yellow pages and by general mail
solicitations. He said there was no reason to assume the
schools had any special reason for exercising an option of
personal choice among those who responded to the public
offers.
Justice Stevens said that he believed the earlier cases had
been incorrectly decided and that, were he writing on a clean
slate, he would reverse the lower courts and find that
Section 1981 did not prohibit private school discrimination.
However, he joined in the Court's opinion in the "interest
in stability and orderly development of the law". To overrule
the earlier decisions would, in Stevens' view, be a significant step backward in the Nation's movement to eliminate
racial segregation.
·rn their dissent, Justices White and Rehnquist said that
Section 1981, on its face, only outlaws any legal rule
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disabling any person from making or enforcing a contract, but
does not prohibit privately motivated refusals to contract.
The dissenters were concerned that the Court's decision
would embark it on the treacherous course of deciding whether
the statute applied to a variety of associational relationships
such as black and white social clubs.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTOI'J

June 29, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

RON :f\TESSEN

FROM:

BOBBIE GREENE KILBERG

SUBJECT:

Q&A on the Supreme Court 1 s
Decision in the Pasadena School
Desegregation Case, June 28, 1976

0 \ "
IYD~~~

Question:
Does the Supreme Court 1 s 6-2 decision in the Pasadena case
support the basic intent of the President 1 s new legislation?
Answer: (based on newspaper reports of case; have not yet seen
actual opinion]
Yes, it does. In the majority opinion written by Justice
Rehnquist, the Supreme Court held that district courts cannot
require school authorities to readjust attendance zones each year
to keep up with population shifts if there was no evidence that
officials were to blame for those population shifts. This would
apply even if the officials had not fully complied at that time with
other aspects of a court-ordered desegregation plan such as the
hiring and promotionof teachers.
The Court said as follows:
in this case the district court approved a plan designed
to obtain racial neutrality in the attendance of students
at Pa sadena 1 s public schools, . . . No one disputes that
the initial implementation of this plan accomplishes that
objective. That being the case, the district court was not
entitled to require the school district to re-arrange its
attendance zones each year so as to insure that the racial
mix desired by the court was maintained in perpetuity. 11
11
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The Pasadena ruling supports the provision o:f the President 1 s
islation which would prohibit a court from requiring a modification of student assignment plans, in effect pursuant to a court
order, because of subsequent residential shifts in population
which result in changes in student racial distribution. An axcep
tion to this prohibition would occur if the court finds that such
changes resulted from acts of unlawful discrimination.
[Note, however, that the Pasadena court order required
system-wide remedies but the President 1 s legislation would limit
the scope of remedies to the scope of the proven consitutional
violations.>:< I While the Court did not rule on the appropriateness
of the system-wide remedy in this case, it did use some language·
such as 11 racial neutrality11 in student attendance which might be
helpful.]
The Court also stated that its ruling is consistent with its 1971
decision in the Swann case (Charlotte-Mecklenburg].

Question:
Does the Pasadena op1n1on rule on the length of time that a
Federal district court can supervise school authorities to make
sure they are complying with the initial court order?
Answer:
It does not and thus does not affect the provision in the President's
legislation to limit the utilization of court-ordered busing as a remedy
to a period that would generally be no longer than five years, provided there had been compliance with the court order and no extraordinary circumstances.

President 1 s legislation would require that a court in a desegregation case determine the extent to which acts of unlawful discrimination
have caused a greater degree of racial concentration in a school or
school system than would have existed in the absence of such acts
and further requires that busing and other remedies be limited to
eliminating that degree of student racial concentration.
-J.<f
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Question:
Was the Pasadena decision a busing decision?
Answer:
Not really. The decision did not relate directly to the utilization
of busing as a remedy but rather to the changing of attendance zones
yearly to accommodate population shifts.
[You should be aware that Solicitor General Bork and Attorney
General Levi decided not to use the Pasadena case as a vehicle to
argue before the Court that it should limit the scope of judicial
busing orders. The basic reason for Bork 1 s conclusion was that the
petitioners had not made a record in the district court that would
properly permit a re-examination of busing as a remedy in this
case. However, in the Justice Department's brief, Bork did state
that "the concern about transporting school children to accomplish
desegregation is a legitimate one that may call for the further
attention of the court in an appropriate case. 11 ]

cc:

John Carlson
Ed Schmults
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